Dismantling guide for M9 pistol
How to dismantle ASG product no. 11112 - 14835

Tools needed:






2mm Pin driver
Phillips PH0 Screwdriver
10mm Flat screwdriver
1.5mm hex driver
Plier






Remove magazine.
Press and hold the release button for the slide latch
Turn the slide latch clockwise and pull the slide forward until it’s completely removed from receiver.
Pull the recoil spring and spring-guide forward and rotate it 90-120 degree.






Move the barrel slightly forward and upward to make space for the recoil spring and guide to be removed.
Now the barrel piece can be pulled out downwards.
Pull the two cylinder recoil springs slightly backwards to free them and pull them out in a forward direction.
Remove the PH0 screw. Lift the backend of the slide rail plate and pull it out.
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Unscrew the 1.5mm set screw and remove the right safety lever.
With the left safety arm in the safe position gently wiggle the safety plate to pull it out.
With the safety plate removed, turn the left safety arm clockvice until the pin and spring ejects.
The left safety arm, piston block and piston head can now be removed from the slide.
The slide is now dismantled into main parts.






Remove the spring and the barrel locking block
Push the pin out – note the direction, it is not always the same
Pull the inner barrel out of the outer barrel and remove the PH0 screw from the barrel chassis.
It is now possible to dismantle the barrel unit completely.

Turn the Slide latch counter clockvice until it points upwards and pull out the release button.
Unscrew the two flat head screws and you can remove left grip, slide catch, spring, magazine lock, slide
lock latch and finally unscrew the last flat head screw.
Unscrew the two flat head screws and remove right grip, trigger bar and spring.
Push out the pin and the trigger unit can be pulled out of the receiver.
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With the three PH screw removed the left side of the trigger unit can be removed
All trigger parts can now be liftet from the unit – NOTE the direction of the individual parts when removing.
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